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making us crazy dsm the psychiatric bible and the - this expose represents the most thorough documentation that
psychiatry is a psuedo science to date the proof that psychiatry is no more and possibly much less than the mere sum of its
internal politics is amply provided by the authors in the form of personal correspondance between the brightest minds and
most powerful leaders of the discipline, the red herring of reliability global summit on - the issue of reliability regularly
features in the dsm debate advocates of the dsm system report favorable reliability statistics in one or other of the various
revisions e g brown di nardo lehman campbell 2001 while critics paint a different picture e g timimi 2011, dsm diagnosing
for status and money summary of the - introduction because most undergraduate graduate and postgraduate courses
relatively uncritically present the dsm as an objective scientific document this summary focuses exclusively on the critical
view, jstor viewing subject health sciences - jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and primary sources,
bibme free bibliography citation maker mla apa - citing and more add citations directly into your paper check for
unintentional plagiarism and check for writing mistakes, political abuse of psychiatry wikipedia - political abuse of
psychiatry is the misuse of psychiatry including diagnosis detention and treatment for the purposes of obstructing the human
rights of individuals and or groups in a society 491 in other words abuse of psychiatry including that for political purposes is
the deliberate action of having citizens psychiatrically diagnosed who need neither psychiatric restraint nor, why we need to
get better at critiquing psychiatric - this piece is based on my talk to the ucl conference the role of diagnosis in clinical
psychology it was aimed at an audience of clinical psychologists but should be of interest more widely, school of health
and technology management - had 210 introduction to clinical laboratory sciences defines basic clinical laboratory
sciences terminology and application introduces the specialties within the clinical laboratory sciences profession including
microbiology hematology chemistry immunohematology and immunology and their roles in patient care, course listing
farmingdale state college - aet 101 internal combustion engine theory and servicing this is a theory laboratory course
designed to introduce the student to basic heat engine types their physical configurations and various engine operating
cycles, the case against antipsychotics review of their effects - robert whitaker is a journalist and author of two books
about the history of psychiatry mad in america and anatomy of an epidemic and the co author with lisa cosgrove of
psychiatry under the influence he is the founder of madinamerica com, researchers suggest anxiety is caused by too
much - rob wipond is a victoria british columbia based freelance journalist who has been writing on mental health issues for
fifteen years his research has particularly focused on the interfaces between psychiatry the justice system and civil rights,
whores of the court the fraud of psychiatric testimony - read it and weep read it and understand much of the present
marriage of psychology and the law has been cemented by a virtually impregnable arrogance and institutionalized in both
law and legal practice and that is a scary thought indeed, beware isolated demands for rigor slate star codex - exactly
eliezer thinks of the social process of science as an pragmatic approximation to bayesian reasoning much like a man might
calculate the physics of a bullet using newtonian mechanics even though he knows that einsteinian mechanics are more
accurate, the last psychiatrist the decline effect is stupid - is there something wrong with the scientific method asks
jonah lehrer in the new yorker the premise of the article is a well known phenomenon called the decline effect as described
in the story that s when exciting new results initially robust seem not to pan out over time, wake up new zealand what
does the globalist agenda new - the story of oil is the story of the modern world and this is the story of those who helped
shape that world and how the oil igarchy they created is on the verge of monopolizing life itself, orion magazine dark
ecology - paul kingsnorth is a writer and poet living in cumbria england he is the author of several books including the
poetry collection kidland and his fictional debut the wake winner of the gordon burn prize and the bookseller book of the year
award kingsnorth is the cofounder and director of the dark mountain project a network of writers artists and thinkers,
common sense for drug policy drug policy related research - according to an august 20 2009 report by canada s all
headline news canadian scientists who conducted a study of 251 drug addicts in montreal and vancouver found that giving
recovering addicts diacetylmorphine the active ingredient in heroin is more effective and leads to higher rates of recovery
than administering oral methadone naomi study heroin better than methadone for
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